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Abstracts: By the grace of God we had opportunity to visit Holy Land Jerusalem, Egypt, Jordan on 9 days tour 
from 16th October to 24th October 2013.  The total strength of team is 19 including our Keralite friends. On the way 
to CAIRO City we had a break at Kuwait Airport.  Along the Lobby of Airport there is a prayer room for men on 
one side and prayer room for women on the opposite side. After roaming here and there for toilet somebody guided 
and told that “Prayer room is meant for Toilet”. Very good Concept!... It is understood that after the prayer one 
should leave away the earthly waste. When we are in Cairo City (Egypt) we had opportunity to visit great 
pyramids at Giza and famous Egypt Museum. We have come across many black dressed persons at Egypt.  They 
were very kind to us with smiling face.  At that incidence we could recall the Black Dravidian King “E.V.R. 
Periyar”, and his Humanity approach for social uplift of Economically suppressed people. Further we experienced 
to purchase one liter water bottle at the price of 1.0 US dollar (Rs. 65.0 in Indian Currency). Whereas in Tamilnad, 
India Hon’ble Chief Minister Dr. JAYALALITHAA Providing water at the price of only Rs.10.0 under “AMMA 
DRINKING WATER SCHEME”. All foreign tourists get benefit of that scheme. 
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1. FOREWORD 
 By the grace of God we had opportunity to 
visit Holy Land Jerusalem, Egypt, Jordan on 9 days 
tour from 16th October to 24th October 2013.  The total 
strength of team is 19 including our Keralite friends. 
 On the way to CAIRO City we had a break 
at Kuwait Airport.  Along the Lobby of Airport there 
is a prayer room for men on one side and prayer room 
for women on the opposite side. After roaming here 
and there for toilet somebody guided and told that 
“Prayer room is meant for Toilet”. Very good 
Concept!... It is understood that after the prayer one 
should leave away the earthly waste. 

 When we are in Cairo City (Egypt) we had 
opportunity to visit great pyramids at Giza and 
famous Egypt Museum.  
 We have come across many black dressed 
persons at Egypt.  They were very kind to us with 
smiling face.  At that incidence we could recall the 
Black Dravidian King “E.V.R. Periyar”, and his 
Humanity approach for social uplift of Economically 
suppressed people. 
 Further we experienced to purchase one liter 
water bottle at the price of 1.0 US dollar (Rs. 65.0 in 
Indian Currency). Whereas in Tamilnad, India 
Hon’ble Chief Minister Dr. JAYALALITHAA 
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Providing water at the price of only Rs.10.0 under 
“AMMA DRINKING WATER SCHEME”. All 
foreign tourists get benefit of that scheme. 
 When we are in ERICHO City, Israel, for 
passing out urine in the Toilet we had to pay one US 
dollar in each occasion. On average we have to pay 
3.0 dollar everyday for using the Toilet itself. 
However some friends used some corner point as 
urine point and saved dollars. In Israel country there 
is no freedom to pass urine on the street. Of course in 
India we have some little freedom to pass out urine on 
the Street. 
 In India, the Govt. of Tamilnad encouraging 
the “Holy land” tour and offering subsidy of 
Rs.20,000 to the “Low income group Christians”. 
Thanks to the Govt. of Tamilnad. In future the subsidy 
may be increased to Rs. 25,000 and reviewed 
periodically. 
 During the tour our guide treated our team as 
LKG students to stand up in two rows for counting 
the persons before leaving to other places. 
 It is suggested that anybody wants to take 
tasty food to suit Indian tongue when on tour let them 
carry some “Idly Poddi” for side tasting. Be 
careful!… the Idly Powder should be put in Luggage 
Pack, otherwise the airport authority shall treat it as 
“Gun powder” and throw it away. In India the 
Hon’ble Chief Minister of Tamilnad opened “Amma 
Restaurant”. Many foreigners get benefit of that and 

tasting the Idly, pongal with smiling face. It is a 
suggestion to the Tamilnad government that separate 
Amma Restaurant shall be opened exclusively for 
foreign tourist in selected places. 
 In general many Indians feel that foreign 
perfumes are of high fragrance value. But one must 
know that nothing can be compensated for the 
fragrance of Madurai Malli, Talampoo. 
 Many occasion during tour our guide warned 
us to keep the passport under safe custody. Otherwise 
we would be in Holy Jail!... Holy Land Jail!... 
 Very interesting incidence that, when we are 
traveling in the boat on “GALILEE SEA”, ISRAEL, 
the boat sailor Hoisted Indian National flag and 
played National Anthem. We are very proud of them 
and had opportunity to salute the “Tricolour” flag of 
India on the sea of Galilee where “JESUS CHRIST” 
is said to have walked on the sea. 
 On the last day of tour, every one of our team 
is so joyful and cheerful thinking that we are going 
back to our most comfortable Hometown. 
 On return journey, (on 24th October 2013) we 
took our flight in AMMA(N) Airport, Jordan and 
reached “ANNA” International Airport, Chennai (Oct 
25th 4.30am). 
 When we are at foreign land we had personal 
experience to share information by sending the data 
through “HEART” pulses to our family members at 
Hometown, INDIA. 

 
 

“Human heart shall alternatively be called as GOD and universal roam free mobile 
Instrument.” 
       -Author 

 

 
(Galilee sea, Israel where Jesus Christ walked on the sea) 
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(Indian national flag on Galilee sea, Israel) 

 

 
2. ABSTRACT 
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In the history of Human anthropological science “DRAVIDIAN” shall be considered as the 2nd generation 
human. Ancient Egypt shall be considered as the Junction point where Dravidian population splits into three major 
groups due to “political”, “social” disturbance and spread over all over the Lands of the Earth. 

 
 The three fundamental Dravidian split groups shall be called as Indo-Egypt, Indo-Africa, Indo-Europe. 
“Suez canal” shall be considered as the main medium passage for transit point entry. 
 
 This research focus that Khufu, Khafre, Menkaure shall be considered as the three fundamental 
Dravidian dynasties in “Ancient Egypt”. The Land of Ancient Alexandria, Ancient Amman shall be considered as 
the places where undivided “Proto Dravidians” shall be considered as lived. 
 
 This research also focus that the great pyramids at Giza might be constructed by “Aliens” (1st generation 
Human) for Astronomical reason.  “Aliens”, “Ali”, “Thameen” shall be considered as Ancestors to the Dravidian 
populations. 
 
 This research is further speculated to provide solutions to the current confused theories about origin of 
Human Ancestor, origin of Dravidian, origin of Aryan. 
 
 This research strongly stress that Aliens, Dravidian, Aryan shall be considered as “Different generation” 
having different genetic characteristics rather than considered as different Human races.  
 

“Dravidian shall be considered closely associated with “RISING SUN” 
       -Author 

 
3. Key words 

 
1) Philosophy of three generation human. 
2) Philosophy of Dravidian Ancient alphabet 
3) Philosophy of Sinaian, Sindhian, Gression 
4) Philosophy of Great Pyramids 
5) Philosophy of Tricolour Dravidian flag 
6) Philosophy of Blue, Brown Mountains 
7) Philosophy of “King Kongu” 

 
 

4. INTRODUCTION 
 

In Human Anthropological Science there are so many current theories about Aliens, Dravidians, Aryans. 
But no theory clearly specifies about exact origin of Dravidians. 

 
The Ancient Dravidians shall be considered as expert in Astrology, Engineering and Architect rather than 

the wrong concept that “DRAVIDIANS ARE WARRIORS”. 
 
In human Anthropological Science word “INDOS” shall be closely associated with “PROTO 

DRAVIDIANS”. Proto Dravidian shall mean undivided Dravidians who has given Three-in-one Humanitarian 
Principles to the world. The fundamental three Dravidian principles (rather three commandments) shall be indicated 
as below. 

 
1) Principle of “TRUTH” 
2) Principle of Defined “WAY” 
3) Principle of “LIFE” 

 
In the history of Bible/ Quran, MOSES was very strict and has given “10 Commandments” to his 

disciples while leading them from “Prehistoric Egypt” to Prehistoric CANAAN. 
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But “JESUS CHRIST” was kind enough that he relaxed from 10 commandments to only “Two 
commandments”. It is speculated that the Land of “New Jerusalem” shall be the Land of “J” 

 
 

 
 

A scientific research in this article focus that the whole Cosmo Universe shall be considered as a “SPACE 
SHIP”. The Space Ship shall be considered as ANCHORED to the base of universe with three-in-one space 
elements SUN, EARTH, MOON for its stability and symmetry.  Further the Anchor of Universe shall be 
considered fastened to the “J-Hook” through strong THREAD consists of three core or strand for its “Centre of 
Buoyancy”. 

 
The Space Ship shall be considered as a suspending pendulum.  The base of the pendulum considered like 

Anchor which is fastened to J-Hook through a cable of three core and in “Standstill State”. 
 
The human populations, life organisms spread all over the EARTH shall be considered as Passengers. 

Other space objects such as Planets, Comets, Asteroids, Matters, Molecules having definite mass shall be 
considered as CARGO existing in the Upper Deck of Human Passengers and other life organisms. 

 
The “J-Hook” shall be considered as having infinity energy level and any weight  added to the base of 

space ship during the course of expanding universe shall not affect the centre of buoyancy of ship and the ship shall 
be considered as highly stable for ever (Highly Anchored) and become standstill.  
 
 

5. Previous Publications 
 
The philosophy of origin of first life and human, the philosophy of model Cosmo Universe, the philosophy 

of fundamental neutrino particles have already been published in various international journals mentioned below. 
Hence this article shall be considered as extended version of the previous articles already published by the same 
author. 

i. Cosmo Super Star – IJSRP, April issue, 2013 
ii. Super Scientist of Climate control – IJSER, May issue, 2013 

iii. AKKIE MARS CODE – IJSER, June issue, 2013 
iv. KARITHIRI (Dark flame) The Centromere of Cosmo Universe – IJIRD, May issue, 2013 
v. MA-AYYAN of MARS – IJIRD, June issue, 2013 

vi. MARS TRIBE – IJSER, June issue, 2013 
vii. MARS MATHEMATICS – IJERD, June issue, 2013 

viii. MARS (EZHEM) The mother of All Planets – IJSER, June issue, 2013 
ix. The Mystery of Crop Circle – IJOART, May issue, 2013 
x. Origin of First Language – IJIRD, June issue, 2013 

xi. MARS TRISOMY HUMAN – IJOART, June issue, 2013 
xii. MARS ANGEL – IJSTR, June issue, 2013 

xiii. Three principles of Akkie Management (AJIBM, August issue, 2013) 
xiv. Prehistoric Triphthong Alphabet (IJIRD, July issue, 2013) 
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xv. Prehistoric Akkie Music (IJST, July issue, 2013) 
xvi. Barack Obama is Tamil Based Indian? (IJSER, August issue, 2013) 

xvii. Philosophy of MARS Radiation (IJSER, August 2013) 
xviii. Etymology of word “J” (IJSER, September 2013) 

xix. NOAH is Dravidian? (IJOART, August 2013) 
xx. Philosophy of Dark Cell (Soul)? (IJSER, September 2013) 

xxi. Darwin Sir is Wrong?! (IJSER, October issue, 2013) 
xxii. Prehistoric Pyramids are RF Antenna?!... (IJSER, October issue, 2013) 

xxiii. HUMAN IS A ROAM FREE CELL PHONE?!... (IJIRD, September issue, 2013) 
xxiv. NEUTRINOS EXIST IN EARTH ATMOSPHERE?!... (Under peer review) 
xxv. EARLY UNIVERSE WAS HIGHLY FROZEN?!... (Under peer review) 

xxvi. UNIVERSE IS LIKE SPACE SHIP?!... (To be published) 
 
 

6. HYPOTHESIS 
 

1) The land of Egypt Basin shall be considered geographically politically more important and closely 
associated with Centromere, Equator position and global civilization in human History on the “Earth planet”. 

 
2) In the land of Egypt the so called ALIEN, ALI human pertain to 1st generation might have lived and 

probably constructed the Great pyramids at GIZA of Egypt in Prehistoric time. 
 

3) The land of Egypt probably might be huge single continent and called “ASIAN continent” when Alien 
population lived on the continent. In Prehistoric time the so called Africa, Australia, Sri Lanka, Indonesia might be 
united to the Single Asian Continent. 
 

4) The Prehistoric Alien, Ali populations lived on the land of Egypt shall be called as “Black Populations” 
(or) “Akkie Populations”. 
 

5) When “DRAVIDIAN” populations started living on the land of Egypt the 1st generation Alien 
population might be totally exited due to different genetic structure due to variant climatic condition during the 
course of Expanding Universe. 

  
6) The DRAVIDIAN population shall be considered as “2nd generation human” started living on the land 

of Egypt in Ancient time. The DRAVIDIAN populations shall be called as BROWN Population or RED Egyptians.  
7) The land of Egypt (Single Asian continent) probably might be split into Three lands in ancient time.  The 

Diversity of three split lands shall be called as “TRIASSIC” lands (or) “AKKINI LANDS”. 
  

8) During formation of Triassic lands the single asian continent probably become three different continents 
as follows. 

(i) “Sinanian land” (so called central Asia) 
(ii) “Sindhian land” (So called Africa, Australia) 
(iii) “Gression land” (So called Europe) 

 
9) The three fundamental land regions shall also be called as 

(i)INDO- Egypt (sinaian) 
(ii)INDO- Africa (Sindhian) 
(iii)INDO – Europe (Gression) 

 
10) “INDO” shall be considered as “Unity Dravidians”. The populations of Sinaian, Sindhian, Gression 

shall be considered as three fundamental Kingdom dynasty in Ancient Egypt. 
  

11) The land of “Suez canal” shall be considered as Vital Media for inter transition of populations among 
Sinaian, Sindhian, Grassion into other regions. 
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12) In human Anthological Science thousands various other Civilizations, Dynasties, Races shall be 
considered as originated from three fundamental Dravidian split ethnicity of Sinaian, Sindhian, Gression. 
  

13) The “CANAAN” populations shall be considered as “3rd generation human” started living on the 
lands of Egypt in Modern time.  The CANAAN populations shall be called as WHITE population (or) “ARYANS”. 
In human Anthropological Science Aryans shall also be called as “CANAANS”. 
  

14) In the beginning the Canaans were called as unity populations lived in the land region of Modern 
Egypt. 
  

15) During the course of time due to political, Social disturbance, the unity land of CANAAN (Modern 
Egypt) might be further split into three distinguished region as follows. 
 (1) Canaan based Babylonian. 
 (2) Canaan based Palestinian. 
 (3) Canaan based Jordanian. 
 

16) Indus Valley shall be considered as the origin place of DRAVIDIANS. The Ancient “Alexandria”, 
“Amman” in Ancient. Egypt shall be considered as the place of Unity Dravidians lived. They shall also be called as 
“PROTO DRAVIDIAN” (OR) Black Egyptians (or) “INDOS”. The Ancient human races such as Akkanna, 
Akkadians, Aegyptians shall be considered as popular races of  Black Egyptians. The proto Dravidians shall be 
considered originated when the SUN starts emitting Brown (or) Red radiation on the EARTH first.  
 
 The first generation human Aliens, Ali, AL-J, Akkilan, shall be considered as lived on the lands of 
prehistoric “INDIA” (AKKIE EZHEM) even before SUN emitting first rays on the Land.  
 

17) Before origin of 2nd generation human (Dravidian) the Ist generation human (Alien, Ali) lived on the 
lands of prehistoric southern part of India (now called as TAMIL NAD). The Alien populations shall be considered 
as having Different genetic characteristics and capable of “FLYING” on the space. They could have constructed 
huge Pyramids, Temples in prehistoric time without much difficulty.  

 
18) During the course of time the proto Dravidians started spreading in all directions. In the land of Egypt 

the Proto Dravidians spread through Alexandria, Amma (n), Suez canal to various regions of land on the Earth.  
 
19) The Philosophy of “HOLY LAND” in the modern time shall be considered as 3rd generation land 

region (Canaanian Lands). The historical personalities such as “JESUS CHRIST” “MOHAMED NABI” shall be 
considered as Holy Persons originated from the land of “CANAAN” (ARYAN). 

 
20) The philosophy of “JERUSALLEM” (Holy land) shall also be called as “J-LAND”. “J” shall mean 

Holy Person.  
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21) The modern human races such ARAB, JEWS, CHRISTIANN, ISRAELITE, JORDANIAN  shall be 
considered as politically, socially disturbed races emanated from “AL-J” Population, “INDOS” on lineage of 
Human in Anthropological Science, 

 

 
 
 

7. Hypothetical Narration 
1. Philosophy of Modern Egyptian FLAG! 
 It is focused that the “Tri-colour” Egyptian flag shall be considered as evolved from the philosophy of 
politically, socially diversified three fundamental dynasty of split Dravidians. 
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(1) Sinaian – “BLACK” crown dynasty 
(2) Sindhian – “RED” crown dynasty 
(3) Gression – “WHITE” crown dynasty 

 
The “EAGLE” symbol shall be considered as the symbol of “PROTO DRAVIDIAN”. In Ancient 

Dravidian Language Eagle might be called as AKKIE, AKKAN, AKKANA, AKKADIAN, ALIEN, ALI. 
 
 The three dynasty of Dravidians might have worshipped their ancestor as “GOD” and praised God as 
follows. 

(i) Sinaian – “ALLA” 
(ii) Sindhian – “ALLELUIAH” 
(iii) Gression – “AMMA” (AMMAN) 

 
It is focused that various hundreds of kingdom dynasties such as “khufu”(cheaps), “khafre”(chephren) 

“Menkaure”(Mycerinus), Mentuhotep, Theban, Hyksos, Ahmose, Amenhotep, Ramses, Ethiopian, Assyria, Necho, 
Babylonian, Persian, Amasis, Alexander, Ptolemy, Philadeplus, Philometer, Antiochus, Auletus, Cleopatra, Caesar, 
Roman, Caligula, Claudius, etc. shall be considered as diversified kingdom and dynasties emanated from three 
fundamental “Dravidian dynasty”. 
 
 The etymology of word “Dravidian” might be derived from Ancient Dravidian Language “THIRI”.  The 
“DRAVIDIAN” shall be considered as 2nd generation human originated when SUN first emits “Light”.  
 
 
 

“DRAVIDIAN shall mean born of “RISING SUN”. DRAVIDIAN shall mean Human Genus 
rather than Human race or Human species.” 
      -Author 

 
 

 Further it is focused that the Proto Dravidian (Unity Dravidian) might have worshipped Alla, Ali (Human 
ancestor) as GOD.  During the course of time various God such as Sun god, Moon god, Earth god, Amon, Zoega, 
Akerblad, Apeyron might be adopted by populations of Dravidian diversity. 
 
 JESUS CHRIST shall be considered as the 3rd generation human (Aryan), the kingdom of “New dynasty” 
of “PEACE”.  PEACE shall be considered as the integral part of three diversity “STABILITY”, “SECURITY”, 
“PROSPERITY”. 
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2. Dravidian Symbol in the land of ISRAEL?!... 
 

 
(Camel wears Dravidian symbol, Ericho City, Israel) 

 
3. DRAVIDIANS are expert in Astrology?!...... 
 The Ancient Dravidians shall be considered as expert in Astrology, Engineering, Architect. They 
formulated various calendar based on the movement of Sun and other planets.  It is focused that the Ancient 
Dravidian have already formulated the Ancient relative position of SUN, EARTH, MOON in the space. 
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(a) The Right dot – “MOON” 
(b) The Left dot – “EARTH” 
(c) The Centre dot – “SUN”. 

 
 Further the Ancient Dravidian hare already formulated that the solar system is centered by “MARS 
PLANET” rather than “SUN”. As per their formulation it is speculated that SUN, Earth, Moon are never revolving 
any planets but rotating only on its “AXIS”. 
 

 
 

 Further the Ancient Dravidian (Unity Dravidian) had a belief that their ancestor was Alien, Ali, Akkilen.  
Alen, Ali, Akkilen, shall mean human ancestor born of “AKKIE” (star). 
 
 The three tiny dot alphabet shall be considered as Ancient Dravidian alphabet pronounced as “AKKIE”, 
“AKKARAM”.  
 
 It is focused than the three tiny dot alphabet usage in various Ancient languages such as Arab, Sanskrit, 
Persian, Hebrew, might be derived from the Philosophy of “Ancient Dravidian alphabet”. 
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4. Philosophy of Blue mountain, Brown mountain?!... 
 It is focused that “Blue mountains” shall be considered as evolve even before sun emits first rays and 
much before origin of Dravidians (2nd generation). “Brown mountains” shall be considered as evolved at later 
period in the early universe after sun starts emitting its rays. 
 “Brown mountains shall be considered as “volcanic mountain” in ancient time and become cooled and 
become Brown mountain.  Brown mountain region shall also be called as Home town of Dravidian diversity”. 
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(Brown Mountain in Egypt, Israel) 

 
 

5. Philosophy of Great Pyramids?!... 
 It is focused that the Great pyramid and associated three other Pyramids on the same line of axis shall be 
considered constructed by Alien, Ali, (1st generation) for Astronomical reason. It is speculated that the four 
Pyramids shall be considered as giant “Earth based Antennas” for precise alignment of Sun, Earth, Moon on its 
axis.  
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(Tour team at Giza Pyramid, Egypt) 

 
6. Meditranean Sea don’t have wave tide?!... 
 The meditranean sea basin shall be considered as the largest “inland sea” in the world. The sea shall be 
considered as the “Silent Sea” without any wave tide. It is speculated that the meditranean sea basin is highly tuned 
gravitationally with centromere of universe and the natural frequency of oscillation of earth in this area is 
considered as Very Feeble.  
 
7. Oldest museum in the world?!... 
 The Guinness book of records already recognized the “Auxmolean” museum of Art and Archeology is the 
oldest Museum in the world. This museum shall be considered as the evidence of Ancient Dravidian “Art and 
culture”. 
 
8. The philosophy of KINGKONG?!... 
 The Ancient Dravidian shall be considered as Highly tall, high body frame, High masculine, and might be 
called as “Kingkongu” in ancient Dravidian Language The philosophy of word King, Kingdom, Hong Kong might 
be derived from the philosophy of kingkongu. The Aryan population evolved (3rd generation) having little less 
height, less body frame, less masculine might be called as “CHULLAN” in modern time.  
 
9. Philosophy of word Mohammed?!... 
 It is focused that the proto-Dravidians (Unity Dravidian) might be called as “AHAMMED”. When the 
Dravidian populations split into three dynasty they might be called as “MU-AHAMMED”. The philosophy of 
Ahammed, Mohammed shall be distinguished in ancient Dravidian alphabet as below.  
 
10. Philosophy of Indian Tricolor Flag?!... 
 It is focused that the philosophy of Tricolour flag of India might be derived from the philosophy of three 
fundamental Dravidian diversity Sinaians, Sidhians, Gression. The symbol at the centre of the flag shall be 
considered as SUN, the symbol of proto Dravidians which implicts that “Dravidian is born of SUN Radiation”. 
 
11. Philosophy of modern Jordan Flag?!... 
 It is focused that the philosophy of Jordan Flag shall be considered derived from the philosophy of three 
fundamental Dravidian diversity emanated from the “Proto BLACK DRAVIDIAN”  
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  “BLACK indicates INDOS” 
        -Author 

 
 

12. Philosophy of Kuwait Tri-culture?! 
 It is focused that the tri-culture of Kuwait might be derived from the philosophy of Three-in-one culture of 
proto Dravidians.  

 
a) Right dot – “STABILITY” 
b) Left dot – “SECRITY” 
c) Centre dot – “PROSPEITY” 

 
 

13. Case study on Bible and Quran: 
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It is speculated that the populations of Egypt led by 
MOSES at one stage might be diversified into three 
major group. In short it is focused that the populations 
of 12 sons of ISRAEL (JACOB) might be split into 
three groups based on thee distinguished philosophy 
of three sons of “NOAH” (Indo). 

(a) JAPHETH  - “Stability” stress 
(b) SHEM    - “Economy” stress 
(c) HAM    - “Security” stress 
 
“Jesus Christ” (Canaanian) might be 

evolved to reunite and redeem the diversified 
populations of Israel for gaining “PEACE” for 
everlasting life.  

 
(a) Right dot   - “Truth” 
(b) Left dot   - “Way” 
(c) Centre dot - “Life” 

 
8. Conclusion 

 In human Anthropological Science the 
human origin shall be considered as of “SINGLE 
ORIGIN”. The prehistoric human probably evolved 
from “Star dust”. The pre historic human shall be 
called as Alien, Ali. Dravidian, Aryan shall be 
considered as Ancient, Modern time human within the 
definition of Anthropology.  
 It is focused that the philosophy of AL, 
Dravidian, Aryan might be derived from the 
prehistoric populations Sinaians, Sindhians, Gression. 
The philosophy of CHERA, CHOLA, PANDIYA 
shall be considered as distinguished diversified group 
from “ancient Dravidian origin” 

(a) CHERA shall alternatively mean “Gression” 
(b) CHOLA shall alternatively mean “Sinaian” 
(c) PANDIYA shall alternatively mean 

“Sindhian” 
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